Canes & General Sale
Tuesday, 25 April 2017
Lot No

Hammer incl.
Buyer's
Premium

Description

A WALKING STICK WITH 'TIGERS EYE' AGATE TOP, with coronet shaped mount and
1

ebony shaft, 36 inches (92cm).

£158.60

3

AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY UNUSUAL WALKING CANE, made entirely of one of baleen

£122.00

with a crook handle carved in the shape of a dog.

5

A LIGNUM VITAE CANE, with silver collar engraved 'Capt. R. Hume Brodie 1923', 36
inches (93cm).

£134.20

6

AN UMBRELLA, with large ivory handle with floral decoration.

£183.00

11

A WALKING STICK WITH MASONIC INTEREST, with ivory knop and a window in top

£195.20

containing a glass eyes, further symbols on shaft, 35 inches (89cm).

13

AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY GEORGIAN CARRIAGE CANE, with decorative gilt pommel

£292.80

and Malacca shaft with eyelets. Original long brass ferrule, 41 inches (105cm).

A SPHERICAL SILVER TOPPED CANE, Malacca shaft and horn ferrule. Hallmarked
14

London 1903, 36 inches (92cm).

£134.20

16

A GOOD EARLY 19TH CENTURY FOLK ART CANE, with profuse carved of people,

£732.00

animals and hunting scenes, 34 inches (87cm).

20

24

35

A ONE PIECE FOLK ART CANE, with a grotesque head, 34 inches (86cm).
A LATE 19TH CENTURY SWORD CANE, in bamboo shaft with silver mounts, 35 inches
(89cm), blade length 22 inches.
A SILVER 'TAU' SHAPED HANDLED WALKING STICK c.1900, with hardwood French.....,

£79.30

£170.80

31 inches (78cm).

£256.20

36

AN ART DECO WALKING STICK, 36 inches (92cm).

£109.80

43

AN AMUSING TALL STICK, with large 'fox head' root ball handle, hand coloured, 94cm.

£103.70
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44

A WORLD WAR I CARVED TRENCH WALKING STICK, with Kaiser's head finial, 99cm.

£61.00

A CARVED WOOD HEAD HANDLED CANE OF A COSSAK, knotted early wood shaft,
45

93cm.

£36.60

47

A FULL SEATED SMALL DOG HANDLE CANE, 90cm.

£36.60

49

A STAG ANTLER HANDLED CANE, on an ebonised hardwood shaft, 92cm.

£48.80

50

AN UNUSUAL EBONY NEGRO HEAD CANE, wearing a carved hood with a ribbon tie to

£79.30

the front, silver collar, Birmingham HM 1892, 90cm.

51

AN INTERESTING FOLK ART WOOD CANE, modelled as a man's head wearing a working

£36.60

hat, early glass eyes, silver band natural wood shaft, 92cm.

54

A CHINESE STAG HORN HANDLE WALKING CANE, worked with monkeys fighting over a

£268.40

snake on rocks, mounted on a hardwood shaft, 97cm.

55

A VERY UNSUAL CHINESE EBONY CARVED FRAME c.1880, with dragon handle, 90cm.

£67.10

56

AN EBONISED HARDWOOD CANE, with an L shaped resin type handle with dog head

£73.20

cartouche, slim gilt metal collar, 90cm.

58

A BOXWOOD HEAD OF A MAN WITH MOUSTACHE, serpent rising up the shaft, 93cm.

£48.80

59

AN UNUSUAL CARVED WOOD ANIMAL HANDLE c.1870, with an ivory collar, 89cm.

£54.90

68

AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY INDIAN / BURMESE UNMARKED SILVER PARASOL

£61.00

HANDLE, with chased and embossed decoration throughout, depicting continuous village
and rural scenes incorporating figures, huts and palm trees, with a rounded terminal, 8.5
inches (21.5cm), weighing 79 grams.

69

A FRENCH PORCELAIN CANE HANDLE BY CHOISY-LE-ROY, late 19th century, painted
with sprays and scattered sprigs of flowers in the manner of Meissen, with moulded rococo
scroll decoration picked out in gold, crossed swords mark with letters 'E' and 'C' in
underglaze-blue at base, 6 inches (15cm).

A leather bound 1920's child's riding
crop with
hallmarked
silver collar
and2017
bone handle,
Canes
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together with another cane example and a short whip with silver knop and collar, possibly

£75.64

A leather bound 1920's child's riding crop with hallmarked silver collar and bone handle,
together with another cane example and a short whip with silver knop and collar, possibly
70A

Indian (3).

71

A WALKING CANE, the grip a cast bronze bird, on ebonised shaft, 94cm.

£53.68

76

A CONTINENTAL WALKING CANE, the .800 silver grip over ebonised shaft, 87cm.

£42.70

79

A WALKING CANE, with white metal grip and hardwood shaft, 90cm.

£36.60

£109.80

AN ATTRACTIVE ROSEWOOD WALKING CANE, with ivory crook handle and gold collar,
81

80cm.

£48.80

82

A BONE CLAD SWORD STICK with Oriental penword decoration, 92cm.

£97.60

84

Circa mid 20th Century British. 'Tugs on the Mersey'. Oil on board, indistinctly signed and
monogrammed lower left. Unframed. 80cm x 110cm.

£97.60

Early / mid 20th Century British. 'Off the Kent Coast'. Oil on laminate board. A frigate of the
85

British Navy ploughs through choppy waves, with coastal shipping. 50.5 x 76cm.

£658.80

Alexander Nasmythe 1758-1840. 'Dunrenan Abbey, Kirkudbright, 1810', 'Crighton Castle'
86

and a Continental lake scene. Pencil landscappe studies, monogrammed and inscribed.
Mounted. Largest: 22 x 50cm. Together with a watercolour harvest scene, signed 'David

£91.50

Cox', unmounted, and one further late 18th Century drawing, unsigned, on laid, of a
lakeside castle, with wash (5).

88

A selection of framed and unframed oil on board and watercolour landscape and still life

£24.40

compositions, together with a mezzotint of an exterior classical scene, A/F (6).

Bal Du Moulin Rouge Watusi Dans Frenesie, by Rene Gruau coloured poster, linen backed,
91

120 x 80cm, unframed.

£122.00

92

An early 19th Century Italian carved walnut wall bracket of scroll cartouche form, 45cm high.

£280.60

A Chinese rectangular hardwood low table, with pierced apron on shaped underframe,
93

76cm wide.

£170.80

A Victorian oak twin pedestal desk, having 3 frieze drawers and 3 drawers per pedestal,
102

leather insert to top, W: 125 x D: 68 x H: 73cm.

£256.20

A novelty vinaigrette by S. Mordan & Co, in the form of a white metal barrel with gilt band
105

and stopper, sold with two American scent bottles with pierced sterling silver overlay, and a
Clichy style millefiori paperweight (4).

A 1970's Iranian high carat gold quarter
sovereign
commemorative
coin, depicting
Canes
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profile of Shah of Iran, Reza Pahlavi.

£122.00

A 1970's Iranian high carat gold quarter sovereign shaped commemorative coin, depicting
106

profile of Shah of Iran, Reza Pahlavi.

109

A late 19th Century Sheffield silver plated table centrepiece, raised on scrolling feet with
raised gilded swags on circular base, the centre supporting a cut glass bowl below

£91.50

£103.70

bifurcated arms, rising to a pair of bowl supports and surmounted with a stem vase
terminal, the whole variously decorated with putti and lion heads.

110

A pair of very early 20th Century Chinese scalloped flare shaped bowls, both decorated all
round with 3 colourful 5 clawed dragons, chasing a flaming pearl amongst clouds and

£79.30

flames, the inner bowl centred with a dragon, both bear 4 character Hong Xian marks to
base, 12cm diameter, 5.4cm high, A/F (2).

112

A 'RAKSHA' DEMON MASK, SRI LANKA Depicting a female face with red fleshy lips,
wearing a headdress of flower petals, surmounted by a male figure flanked by two female

£48.80

figures, two yellow birds with long tails below a rearing cobra, 58cm high Provenance:
purchased from Phillips, London, 11 April 2001, lot 157 (part) together with FIVE WOOD
SPOON RACKS, SRI LANKA The four trays of rectangular shape, with openwork patterns
to hold the spoons, the smaller with a small inscription on the handle, the largest with
polychrome decoration, 62cm-100cm long (5) Literature: a large number of similar spoon
racks from Sri Lanka were acquired for the British Museum at the end of the 19th Century,
for an example cf. registration number As1898,0703.62
A large African bronze standing figure of a warrior wearing a mask decoration, supplied on
113

117

drum base, 65cm high

£61.00

J.F. Branegan. 'Unloading the Catch'. Watercolour English coastal watercolour, with
shoreline figures, small fishing sail boats and a steam trawler. Mounted with title, signed

£85.40

lower right. In a good giltwood frame, 35 x 52cm.

Circa 1820's English school. 'Norman Church in the Landscape'. Oil on canvas, with figure
119

in red cloak and white bonnet to fore. In a good giltwood frame, 22 x 28.5cm.

£109.80

120

Circa 1860 British school. 'The Mill on the Coast'. Watercolour marine-scape with shoreline

£146.40

figures and distant small boats. Unsigned. Mounted and framed. 12.5 x 27cm.
A collection of costume jewellery, Including imitation pearl necklaces, buckles, brooches
121

122

and hairpins

£170.80

A collection of cameos, Comprising shell, hardstone and coral cameos, one unmounted and
some 19th century examples, one with UK hallmark for 9 carat gold, one stamped

£671.00

"18ct" (11)

A collection of jewellery, Including a pair of agate pendent earrings (one damaged), a
123

portrait miniature of Franz Schubert, a painted miniature on jet, a moonstone brooch, a
puzzle ring stamped 8A, a Maltese cross (one arm deficient) a 9 carat gold white sapphire
cluster ring, and a 9 carat turquoise brooch, and various other pieces, some with UK
hallmarks, some stamped 14K (15)
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£512.40

124

125

A set of six large agate buttons, fitted case
Two fancy-link chains and a pair of 9 carat gold earrings, Chains stamped 9ct, earrings with
UK import marks, one chain broken (3)

£48.80

£414.80

A half pearl and hardstone cameo, by G.H. Palfrey, circa 1900 The rectangular onyx cameo
carved to depict a woman in Renaissance dress, within a frame of half pearls, signed
126

£158.60

Palfrey, length 2.5cm
A small collection of 19th century jewellery, Including four memorial pieces set with

129

hairwork, a pendant engraved "Margaret Ann Constable. Died 21st Sept. 1849", a brooch

£414.80

engraved "W. Briggs Died 15 Oct 1849 A. Briggs Died 26 Sept. 1849", a bar brooch, a
bloodstone signet ring with UK hallmark for 15 carat gold from 1849 (6)

130

A ruby, sapphire, emerald and diamond ring, Stamped 750, ring size P

£207.40

A pair of cultured pearl and diamond cluster earrings, Mounted in 18 carat yellow gold, UK
131

hallmark, length 1.7cm

£292.80

A diamond and gem-set ring, stamped 750, ring size O

£219.60

132
A small collection of jewellery, Including a fancy-link chain suspending a charm "Live, Love,
133

Laugh", stamped 14k, various earrings, a wishbone bar brooch, stamped 9ct, an imitation

£732.00

diamond and 18 carat yellow gold chevron ring and earring suite, and imitation emerald and
diamond three-stone ring, etc. (17)

135

136

A box of costume jewellery including a wristwatch by Laurens and a le must de Cartier
swivel stick
A diamond necklace, Set to the front with a scrolling motif set with brilliant and baguette-cut
diamonds, stamped 14K

£439.20

£244.00

A set of five antique silver continental late 18th century teaspoons, possibly French or
137

Dutch. Each in fiddle pattern, engraved in script SP and below D.B above M.B. Each

£48.80

marked with the maker’s mark of FB in an oval twice to the stem
Length – 5.25” / 13.5 cm
Weight - 68 grams

138

An early 20th Century American football helmet by Rawlings.

£61.00

A Victorian key cabinet disguised as a giltwood and gesso picture frame, inset polychrome
139

gros point religious panel.

£73.20

An early 20th Century Austrian Argentor silver plated casket, a similar cake slice and a
140

George V silver cigarette box (3).

144

A selection of 5 large leather travelling cases, to include; Victor luggage, three cases

£42.70

belonging to Sir Robert and Lady Targett, Governor of India, a hat box, and another (7).
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£109.80

145

146

A painting in oils of children at the seaside paddling, 27.5 x 38cm.
A late 19th Century American wall clock by Ansonia Clock Co., the octagonal case over a
moulded trunk with glazed aperture, with pendulum.

£73.20

£48.80

An oil painting portrait of English politician and slave trade abolitionist, William Wilberforce
147

b.1759 d.1833. 24 x 19cm.

£170.80

A late 19th Century mahogany cased Vienna regulator, having white enamel dial and
148

Roman numerals

£54.90

151

After Thomas Rowlandson 1756-1827. 'Flute Serenade'. Engraving on wove. Signed and

£12.20

dated within the plate, 1780. Mounted and framed, 20 x 15cm.

HERCULES BRABAZON BRABAZON N.E.A.C. 1821-1906. 'Continental View'. Pastel
153

exterior view of a country house under blue skies. Monogrammed lower left. Mounted and
framed. 22.5cm x 19.5cm.

£85.40

161

A mahogany table top shop display case, with glazed, hinged slant front.

£79.30

162

A mid Victorian carved mahogany firescreen, the rectangular glazed Berlin needlework

£85.40

panel of a peacock, within a frame with carved legs and scrolled toes, 134cm high.

163

A 19th Century hard-paste porcelain group of aristocratic card players, raised on gilded
rococo base, bearing blue under-glazed sword marks with E C mark, possibly Dresden

£97.60

factory in Meissen style, A/F, 18cm high.

167

After Claude Joseph Vernet 1714-1789. 'Mediterranean Harbour Scene'. Oil on milled board

£158.60

circa early 19th Century. In the oval and presented in a carved Venetian frame.

168

P. C. Vertin, late 19th century, a continental street view with promenading figures, signed to

£42.70

the lower left, mounted and framed, 25cm x 17cm

169

K. Deropirov, 'Aphrodite', early 20th century, graphite and chalk study after the classical,
signed and dated 1905, framed, 71cm x 50cm A/F

K. Deropirov, early 20th century, a selection of graphite and chalk works drawn from

Canes
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classical plaster casts, some signed,
datedGeneral
1906, all-mounted
and
the largest 38cm
x 30cm (6)

£122.00

170

K. Deropirov, early 20th century, a selection of graphite and chalk works drawn from
classical plaster casts, some signed, dated 1906, all mounted and framed, the largest 38cm

£292.80

x 30cm (6)
A 20th Century taxidermy group of two stoats, and one other of a mole with worm, in glazed
171

case.

£122.00

A pair of early 20th Century French carved oak open armchairs, with upholstered backs and
172

seats (2).

£329.40

173

Five Japanese woodblock prints by Kunisada and others, framed and glazed (5).

£207.40

174

A signed Persian Keshan carpet, Central Iran, 4.20m x 2.96m, condition rating B/C.

£146.40

A KOREWORI 'YIPWON' HOOK FIGURE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA Carved from a single
177

piece of wood, with typical elongated features, the eyes with inlaid small cowrie shells, with
a long pointed beard, wearing a headband or headdress, the torso outlined by rib-like

£48.80

projections, with one leg, decorated with incised curvilinear motifs painted in white and red
pigment, 200cm high Literature: Yipwon spirits represent a primordial hunting spirit in
human form. Large examples such as this would have been kept in the men's ceremonial
house.

178

A DOGON STANDING MALE FIGURE, MALI With elongated features, the short beard with

£103.70

incised details, 85cm high Provenance: purchased from Phillips, London, 25 June 1998, lot
324.

180

£61.00
A George V silver mounted, cut glass scent bottle and stopper, a silver and amethyst three
strand bracelet with matching necklace (3).

182

A mixed collectors lot, to include a cased set of Victorian cut steel buckles, a Treen needle
case, a French egg rosary box, a pipe bowl carved as a demon's head, a brass vesta case,

£207.40

Essex crystals with dog's head etc (Qty).

183

An early 19th Century shagreen cased set of draughtsman tools.

184

A mixed collection of mother of pearl and ivory items, to include card cases, picture frames,

185

An Inuit marine ivory carving of a hose and sledge with drover.

£79.30

186

A 19th Century pierced and carved Russian box, sold with a French enamel plaque

£85.40

carved shell, paper knife, an aid memoir and a manicure set (Qty).

depicting a Madonna in Medieval style (2).
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£268.40

£97.60

187

A collection of silver and white metal items, to include three coca leaf conical holders, two

£103.70

hallmarked frames, a wine label, a stone set cross, a metal, iron and gem set pendant, a
filigree pendant with central stone, also a turquoise and diamond set pendant (Qty).

189

A Victorian walnut cased Bioscope viewer.

£39.04

A scratch built L.C. Mason live steam traction engine, 1/12 scale model, L: 44 x W: 22 x H:
191

30cm.

£1,220.00

A scratch built LSBC 'Titch' 3.5ins gauge live steam tank railway engine, in green livery, L:
192

41 x W: 16.5 x H: 23cm.

193

A scratch built model of Stephenson's Planet railway engine and tender, 3.5ins gauge, live

£1,037.00

£610.00

steam, with wooden clad boiler, L: 57 x W: 13.5 x H: 30cm.

A scratch built American style model locomotive and tender, live steam, 3.5ins gauge
194

model, with GWR livery on tender, total length 110cm x 30cm high x 15.5cm wide.

£793.00

A scratch built railway locomotive tank engine, live steam, 3.5ins gauge, in maroon
195

coloured GWR livery, L: 55cm x H: 26 x W: 18cm.

£1,464.00

A Charles Wileman (Foley), early 20th Century china tea service, to serve at least 8 people.
196

Note: Wileman was the predecessor to Shelley.

£36.60

197

A set of early 20th Century French frosted glass dishes, in the manner of Sabino (5).

£36.60

198

A large mixed quantity of 19th Century English porcelain and bone china, to include
Coalport, Ridgeway, Meissen etc, also included are a pair of dwarf lustre crystal

£73.20

candlesticks (Qty).

A mixed group of antique sterling silver, including a cheroot case, Birmingham 1911, a
199

penknife by Walker and Hall, Sheffield 1923, a George III butter knife with ivory handle, 2
knives and 3 forks, Sheffield 1906, with mother of pearl handles, 6 silver handled tea

£158.60

knives, 2 Indian unmarked silver bowls, a silver plated Harrods nut cracking set (13).
A small collector's mixed lot, including a boxed collapsible black silk top hat by Walter
200

Barnard & Son of Jermyn St., a mahogany cased metronome by Naelzer of London, an

£85.40

obelisk mounted mercury filled thermometer, the body in mother of pearl and tortoiseshell,
and a lignum vitae seal (4).

205

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL c.1950's. 'Rubber Trees'. Impressionistic treescape oil on board
with good impasto. Indistinctly signed lower left: 'Grose'? Inscribed verso. In a hand
decorated frame with cream slip. 60cm x 46cm.
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£219.60

206

VICTORIA RIVERS b.1962 BRITISH. 'The Yellow Stars'. Oil on canvas still life, reminiscent
of the works of Fedden and Blackadder. Signed lower left. In a silver gilt frame, 38cm x

£414.80

58cm.

E. Ashford 19th Century British. 'The Green Dragon in Chancery'. Watercolour exterior
207

courtyard. Mounted with inscription. Framed. 30 x 22cm.

£67.10

Peter Le Lievre (1812-1878 Guernsey), a good selection of drawings and watercolours;
210

woodlands, trees and landscape views, unmounted (7)

£73.20

Late 19th Century, a pair of cut glass decanters and stoppers in cranberry and Bristol
211

green, having original silver plated stand by Hukin & Heath of Birmingham.

£146.40

An early Victorian mahogany writing table with four drawers and reeded legs, having later
212

leather top.

£195.20

An 18th Century sampler worked by Mary Peterson, January 1770, aged 9, size: 22cm X
213

22cm, sold with a mid 19th Century example worked by Anna Forrest, Corfu, 1846, size:
46cm x 39cm.

£146.40

A late 19th Century Continental bronze statue of a naked boy, holding a wine vessel, raised
217

on stepped base, 27cm high.

£134.20

218

An early 20th Century brass mounted crocodile skin Gladstone bag.

£256.20

A very early 20th Century Continental vanity mirror, supported by easel, hand painted with
219

flower sprays, enriched with gilt on green matt ground, 68cm high.

£79.30

220

Two portfolios of mixed prints / drawings etc.

£61.00

A collection of ten various decanters and stoppers, to include Victorian / Edwardian
221

examples, also a pair of Homegard 1970's coloured decanters and stoppers (10).

£183.00

A large size modern, Birmingham hallmarked silver, family photograph frame of plain
222

design, having dark blue silk fitted interior and blue velvet back and easel. Almost in mint
condition, 24.5 x 24.5cm. Together with an Edward VIII period Art Deco crystal cut glass

£146.40

decanter and stopper, having hallmarked silver rim, by Hukin & Heath of Birmingham 1936,
23cm high, 1 chip towards the base (2).
A collection of eleven Royal Doulton porcelain figures, to include 'The Orange Lady
223

HN1759', 'Thanks Doc HN273' modelled by Harper 1974, 'Monica HN762875', 'Dancing

£195.20

Eyes' and 'Sunny Hair HN1546' A/F; together with one Beswick and one Doulton model of a
cat, a Coalport bone china figure of Eugenie etc. (14)

224

A large selection of mid 20th century and later gentlemen's and lady's wrist watches, to
include AVIA, Seconda, Accurist, Smiths Astral, Geneva Super Automatic, Gucci style
watches, Everite Ship Division No10, over fifty watches in total
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£109.80

A collection of Hornsea 'Contrast' tableware, having rich dark chocolate exterior relieved by
225

white and black bands (Qty).

£48.80

An early 20th Century brass mounted pig skin Gladstone bag, a larger similar tan leather
226

bag and a smaller later Gladstone bag.

227

A mid 20th Century crocodile skin handbag, and two small tan leather Gladstone bags.

228

An Ernst Leitz Leica M2 camera no. 1037 852, with Summicron 1:2 / 50 lens, light meter, a

£134.20

£97.60

£756.40

Sixtus meter, original tan cover and a leather case.

229

A mid 20th Century Franke and Heidecke Rolleiflex camera, with Zenar 1:3.5 75 lens no.

£341.60

1075756, two Rolleicord twin lens reflex cameras and a Bolex Cine camera (4).

230

232

233

Two Victorian mother of pearl inlaid, rosewood toilet boxes.
A Regency black lacquer salon chair, with cane set on fluted sabre legs, and a George III
style beech dressing stool (2).

Royal Worcester figure of a boy with parakeet, modelled by F.G. Doughty, together with a

£61.00

£610.00

£36.60

Royal Belvedere Vienna Kingfisher figure, height of boy 17cm (2).

235

An early 20th Century Meccano crane kit, German edition, boxed, two 19th Century
German architectural building block sets, bone domino set, a printing block set, and two

£79.30

others (7).

239

An early 19th Century Scottish mahogany longcase clock, marked J Houston, Johnston,
eight day movement with subsidiary seconds and calendar, arched dial painted Roman

£268.40

numerals and figures emblematic of the seasons, 222cm high.

240

Five Victorian and later black top hats, two bowler hats, a Homberg, a pith helmet, a

£170.80

Household Guards tunic and a Philip Somerville hat (10).

An Edwardian gilded brass four section carriage clock, having white enamel dial, Roman
241

242

numeral with original key

£61.00

An early to mid-20th century Islamic white metal comport, filigree work; together with a
small coin set Islamic bowl with chased decoration, the comport 8cm high and 24cm in
diameter (2)
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£85.40

243

Circa late 18th Century, possibly German school. 'Christ and the Martyrs'. An interesting

£1,220.00

suite of religious portraits. Oil on panel in ebonised wood frames. 25.5cm x 36cm, A/F (11).

247

Two Ashanti wooden figures, Ghana, 36-37cm high.

£24.40

253

A pair of 19th Century Canton famille rose lidded vases, sold as seen.

£73.20

256

A pair of 18ct white gold and multi-gem set pendant earrings.

£244.00

264

Two 19th Century single Canton baluster famille rose vases with gilded dragons applied,

£219.60

tallest example 36cm, smaller 33cm.

AN ETHNOGRAPHIC WOODEN BALAFON
265

Composed of six notes, on a wooden frame, 35cm long

£24.40

An Indonesian tree stump fossil, approx. 2,000,000 years old, mostly cream in colour, H:
270

50cm x W: 22cm x D: 17cm, weight: 19.5kg.

£73.20

275

A collection of 12 early 20th Century golf clubs in original linen bag (12).

£39.04
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